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Hi John, See below it would be Implant you could visit if
you have time in Melbourne (Brunswick).
-

Small Run
Only produce very small runs (as in their name). They quote
for the production of 50-150 individual records, and would
be suitable if we wanted quite a limited print run. They
don't have a contact number on their website. They've
been responsive to email before, just waiting to hear back
about whether they can send jacket samples for you to look
at in Melbourne.
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Really helpful on the phone, they're sending samples C/O
Clare, Naomi's EA, for you to have a look at when in
Melbourne.
Implant
Probably the biggest company of the three, they've
emailed out a number of quotes. They seem to have the
most print options/variations, but are unable to post
samples. You would have to visit their showroom in
Brunswick. They have a 12-15 week turn around for
production.
Implant office:
1, 11-13 Lygon St Brunswick
VIC 3056 Australia

VINYL QUOTES
SMALL RUN VINYL
Where: Melbourne
Contact:
Pricing:
Prices for Standard Black 1.5mm vinyl, with plain white inner sleeve and plain
white labels.
12" Vinyl
(max. 18 mins per side)
50+ = $28 per unit
25+ = $30 per unit
10+ = $38 per unit

7" Vinyl
(max. 5 mins per side)
50+=$lo per unit
25+ = $15 per unit
10+ = $17 per unit

10" Vinyl
(max. 12 mins per side)
50+ = $22 per unit
25+ = $25 per unit
10+ = $28 per unit

Clear 2mm vinyl + $2 per unit
Black 2mm vinyl + $2 per unit
Covers and centre label printing available at an additional cost.
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ZENITH RECORDS QUALITY VINYL PRESSING
Where: Melbourne
Contact: +61 (03) 9383 6572 //info@zenithrlcords.org
Pricing:
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12" (printed sleeve) includes Record (Black Vinyl / Full Colour Labels), inner
plastic sleeve, Full Colour Printed Cardboard Sleeve (3mm spine), Shrinkwrap.
Test Pressings
12" (disco sleeve) includes Record (Black Vinyl / Full Colour Labels), inner
plastic sleeve, Unprinted Cardboard (white or Kraftboard) Sleeve (with or
without hole) Test Pressings
7" includes Single 45 or 33 Black Vinyl (Full Colour CMYK Labels) / inner bag /
black and white fold over covers on 200gsm board, plastic outer bag
12" Vinyl

7" Vinyl

(printed sleeve)
150 = $2300 + GST
200 = $2550 + GST \

150 = $980 + GST
200 = $1245 + GST
300 = $1470 + GST
500 = $1810 + GST

300=$3100-1-GST-.4
(disco sleeve)
150 = $1700 + GST
200 = $1900 + GST
300=$2250+GST
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option to upgrade covers
i\&
to colour and add test pressing
to each package

option to add 180 gram and/or
coloured vinyl to each package
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IMPLANT VINYL
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Where: Melbourne
Contact: (03) 9387 5433 II 1300 79 78 78 II sales@implant.com.au

Pricing:

12' Vinyl

7" Vinyl

(printed gate fold, download

(printed outer sleeve,

card, shrinkwrap)

download card, shrinkwrap)

300 = $4654

300 = $2,743

option to choose finish (gloss,

option to choose finish (gloss,

matte)

matte)

option to remove shrink wrap,

option to remove shrink wrap,

download card

download card

option to add barcode,

option to add barcode,

coloured vinyl, booklet

coloured vinyl, booklet
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ROUNDABOUT RECORDS
Where: Adelaide
Contact: enguiries@roundaboutrecords.com.au /1
httos://www.facebook.com/Roundabout-Records-156684652363219
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Margot Warre
Gilbert and George - Vinyl, the Vinyl Factory
18 Apr. 2017,11:47:12 am
John Kaldor
John.
The record was produced by the The Vinyl Factory, London
The Vinyl Factory Limited
16-18 Marshall Street
London W I F 713F
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Tap to Download
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